
 

Find, Take, Teach  
 

A. Find a relative who needs temple ordinances. Be sensitive to the Spirit as you follow each step. Focus on those who 

lived after 1850--this is a “sweet spot” for finding relatives because many indexed records are available. Also, 

consider whether you want to search in areas where you are unfamiliar with the language. 
 

1. Prayerfully select a “target” person to begin investigating. Check for temple opportunities (close relatives are 

flagged with a red star by Temple on the FamilySearch toolbar) . If there is no red star, use the Landscape 

or Descendancy view to find green or orange temples for those who lived 1850 or later. As existing green 

temples are often duplicates or errors (especially for pioneer lines) it may be best to find missing persons. To do 

this, open your Fan Chart and prayerfully select a target person with missing parents. If there are no missing 

areas, go back further. Don’t go before 1800, as records are more difficult to find. If your fan chart is full to 1800, 

go to Puzzilla and prayerfully select a non-LDS ancestor born about 1800-1850. Some may have to go further 

back, but errors are more frequent the further you go—you may not be related to many “ancestors” in Family 

Tree who were born before 1800. After selecting a non-LDS ancestor, view their descendants to find a target 

person (one with no descendants in Family Tree). Those with missing parents or descendants frequently have 

family members needing temple work. As you choose where to start, remember the 110-year permission rule. 
 

2. Review each relationship between you and your target person. Whenever possible, verify uncertain links with 

historical records—see step 3 for how to find records. If you see major errors like a child born before a parent, 

multiple sets of parents, or incongruous geographic places; go back to step 1, or get help and resolve the errors. 
 

3. Once you’ve established probable relationship, search for more information about the target person. This may 

lead to finding additional information and family members that can be added to Family Tree. Whenever you find 

a green temple, request ordinances and add them to your temple list (but don’t reserve ordinances for siblings 

and parents of those who married into the family because you aren’t related). Try to find everyone in the family. 

but stay focused on the target person—you can find more records for other family members later.  
 

a. Review the sources attached to the person (including images). They may contain missing info or persons. 

 

b. For your closer relatives, you may be able to find more information from extended family members. 

Create sources for all information obtained from extended family. 
 

c. Use Record Hints  to find and attach matching historical records. Also review images. 
 

d. Use Search Records on the right of the details page to find and attach more records. If 

possible, find a birth, marriage, and death record; and all pertinent census records. Look 

at images if they are available. Find as many records as you can at FamilySearch. If you 

can’t find a record at FamilySearch, use free partner sites (Ancestry, etc.). Sign up (use 

LDS account) only at https://familysearch.org/partneraccess (or else it’s not free). 
 

e. Decide which records match the Family Tree person. Add missing family members and missing info to 

Family Tree and attach the record to each person’s Family Tree record. If information in the record is 

more accurate than what’s in Family Tree, manually edit the information in Family Tree. Use online trees 

only as “clues”—don’t consider the information accurate unless you find historical records to back it up. 

 

f. If you add a new person and include enough information to qualify them for ordinances, or if you add 

necessary information to a person with an orange temple, they will then display a green temple. 

 

g. New information and new persons found at partner sites must be manually entered in Family Tree. 

Sources are not automatically created at Ancestry and Findmypast—manually create a source in Family 

Tree by copying and pasting information from the partner record into the source you create. 
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h. If you can’t find a record, modify the search criteria and search again. The search form is slightly 

different on each site, but each one allows you to modify the automatically entered search criteria to 

broaden or narrow your search. See Using FamilySearch to Find Additional Sources. Modifying your 

search is especially important when searching for maiden vs. married names for females.  
 

i. Always use maiden names in Family Tree. If you added a married surname from an indexed record, try 

to find a maiden name and change the married surname to the maiden name in the Family Tree record. 
 

4. Once you’ve added a few names to your temple list, it’s helpful to print your temple list before printing temple 

cards or sharing ordinances. Then find as many records as you can (see #3) for each person on the list. Be 

sensitive to the Spirit as to how much time to take, but finding several records for a person has many benefits: 
 

a. You are less likely to climb the wrong tree and less likely to perform duplicate ordinances. 
 

b. You get to know each person better and will feel more connected when doing temple work. 
 

c. You’re more likely to reunite entire families by finding missing family members—this should be your goal! 
 

5. Find and merge duplicate records in Family Tree. Duplicates may contain completed temple ordinances. Finding 

and correctly merging duplicates is much easier if you know more about a person (see steps 3 and 4). 
 

a. Click Possible Duplicates on the details page and review possible duplicates. Merge any duplicates you 

find. If there are definite “not a match” records, label them. Review records others have labeled “not a 

match” (there could be errors). Merging takes time but it takes far less time than duplicating ordinances.  
 

b. You may also see a possible duplicate spouse or child in the Family Members section that doesn’t show 

up when you do a Possible Duplicates search. If this happens, copy the ID# for one possible duplicate, 

then click Possible Duplicates on the details page of the other possible duplicate, then Merge by ID. 
 

c. Since the Possible Duplicates tool may miss duplicates, click FIND on the Family Tree toolbar. Add the 

person’s name, birth year, and birthplace. Modify the search criteria if needed. One frequent cause of 

duplicates is that someone added the person to Family Tree as a spouse with children, and someone 

else added them as a child of parents. You may check these possibilities by adding a spouse name on 

one search, and parents’ names on a different search. After searching, briefly review the list. The record 

you are working on is usually at the top, but you may also see duplicates. Merge any duplicates by ID. 
 

d. If you can’t find a duplicate for famous persons, LDS Church members and their close relatives, or 

persons with extracted records (temple work is usually complete for these persons), do an IGI search.  
 

e. See Finding and Merging Duplicate Records in Family Tree for additional details. It’s better to duplicate 

ordinances than to merge incorrectly. Get help if needed. 
 

6. Once you’ve attached available records and checked for duplicates, use a pencil to check off the name on your 

printed temple list. Do the same for each name on the list. Then print temple cards or share ordinances with 

family, friends, or the temple. You will most likely find and add new persons to your temple list while searching 

for records, so print a new list of names that haven’t been shared or had cards printed (select the “Not Printed” 

tab). Then find and attach available records, check duplicates, and repeat the same process. If you’ve been 

working on the same family line, your relationship to those on your new list will already have been verified. 
 

B. Take printed cards to the temple and perform ordinances. You don’t need to finish the entire list before going to 

the temple. Once you’ve attached available sources and checked for duplicates, go to the temple as soon as possible. 
 

C. Teach your family and others to do the same. 
 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/4mr9ep5rha3uext/8-Using%20FamilySearch%20to%20Find%20Additional%20Sources.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7pwh0mohjyk4usd/9-Finding%20and%20Merging%20Duplicate%20Records%20in%20Family%20Tree.pdf?dl=0

